Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille
1084 Linwood Ave.
Valparaiso, IN 46383
Ph: 219‐465‐1801
www.industrialrevolutioneatery.com
For Business Inquiries Contact:
Mike Leeson, Owner
Ph: 708‐514‐0304
mleeson@industrialrevolutioneatery.com
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Industrial Revolution
Salutes America's Greatness
The theme carries over to the eatery's menu, utensils and interior decor
BY MARK TAYLOR, POST-TRIBUNE CORRESPONDENT,

The entrance is worth
a pause to admire the Sergio
Valparaiso was a
Furnari sculpture inspired by
the iconic 1932 photograph of
Potawatomi Indian
11 ironworkers taking a lunch
village when the first
break on an I-beam high above
industrial revolution
New York City's Rockefeller
Center. Inside, framed wall phooccurred and was
tos of welders and shipbuilders
hosting a small
show Americans at work.
Methodist college when
We appreciated the
little touches, like one television
the second one
running Charlie Chaplin's
happened. But now a
"Modern Times" while another
new restaurant by that played documentaries about
name is trying to make the relentless optimism and
boundless ingenuity and deterup for lost time.
mination of American inventors
and entrepreneurs, highlighting
three-wheeled and amphibious
If you go
cars and "Jetsons"-style jet
packs from an era when it
seemed anything was possible.
WHAT: Industrial Revolution
My wife appreciated
Eatery & Grille
WHERE: 1084 Linwood Ave., in the "I Love Lucy" episodes running in the ladies' room, while I
Valparaiso just off U.S. 30.
HOURS: Open from 11 a.m. to enjoyed highlights of "The
10 p.m. Monday through Thurs- Three Stooges" looping in the
men's room, demonstrating that
day, from 11 a.m. to midnight
Friday and Saturday, and from men are from Mars and women
from Venus.
11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday.
A model train runs
PRICE RANGE: $-$$$
constantly overhead, above the
TELEPHONE: 465-1801
bar and restaurant. Even the
salt and pepper shakers are
Industrial Revolution
Eatery & Grille is an impressive appealing. They resemble
small, geometrically shaped
-looking brick facility featuring
stainless steel sculptures. But I
metal sculpture, I-beams and
can vouch that they do work.
steel girders. It is a themeThere is great attention to detail
based restaurant that its
here, from the burnt sienna
Schererville owner, Mike
Leeson, hopes will become an napkins, hammered silverware
and earthen-colored plates.
upscale franchise.
And the food's pretty
Its theme is "Saluting
America's Greatness," and that good, too.
From an appetizers
conceit pervades its menu,
utensils and interior décor. Lo- menu that included onion widgets, brickoven wings and iron
cating it in the heart of the natenders, we chose the stuffed
tion's industrial corridor is inspired thinking. Its menu opens portabella and Orville's crusted
with the legend, "Nothing beats tuna, an inspired choice given
a great meal after a long day's that we ate there on the day of
Valparaiso's Popcorn Festival,
work."

an homage to popcorn king
Orville Redenbacher. The ahi
tuna crusted with barbecue
popcorn spices and served
medium rare with a green citrus
sauce was a very tasty opener.
When our server
brought the stuffed portabella, I
thought someone had made a
mistake. It looked like a small
ice cream sundae -- a thing of
beauty, but a dessert. We soon
realized what we took for ice
cream was a creamy herb borsin cheese and the syrup topping a balsamic reduction. It
was a beautiful presentation
and another fine appetizer.
For her entrée my wife
ordered the shrimp diablo,
which included a generous
serving of pan-seared shrimp
served in a citrus-infused tomato sauce. While the sauce was
flavorful, it was not as piquant
as my wife would have liked.
But the shrimp tasted fresh and
were perfectly cooked, not rubbery or mushy. The shrimp
were accompanied by rice,
spicy garlic and roasted red
peppers in an adobo sauce.
I chose one of my favorite dishes from my youth.
Mom's double-shift pot roast
was reminiscent of something
my own mother used to make.
This humble cut of beef was
slow-cooked for hours and so
tender I could have traded my
knife for an extra napkin. It was
served with mashed potatoes
but had been cooked with
roasted root vegetables, including potatoes, carrots, celery
and onions. I'm pretty tough on
restaurants claiming their dishes are "just like Mom's."
They seldom are. But
Industrial Revolution's pot roast
came pretty close to replicating
the one my mom prepared. The
only difference is I didn't have

to dodge my four brothers' fast
forks when I dug in for seconds.
This was a really satisfying dish
that took me back to enjoy nostalgia I could put in my belly.
For dessert we tried
both the red, white and blue
cheesecake and the oatmeal
cake. While the cheesecake
was appropriately velvety and
pretty to look at, the raspberry
and blueberry fillings comprising the red and blue were
blandly indistinguishable. The
oatmeal cake offered interesting texture and flavor, a creamcheese frosting and filling that
was tasty but not spectacular.
Though Industrial Revolution does not offer full bar
service, it does feature a wide
selection of domestic, micro
brewed and international beers
on tap or by the bottle in regular
and tall sizes from $2.50 to $9.
The wine list is respectable and
reasonably priced, offering
mostly American vintages and
some good values. By-theglass selections range from $5
to $8, and by-the-bottle choices
cost between $20 and $53.
Prices at Industrial
Revolution, which seats 180,
are slightly lower than area fine
-dining restaurants, with appetizers ranging from $5 for the
molten cheese dip to $10 for
our Orville's crusted tuna or
calamari. Soups include the
liberty chili for $6, salads from
$5 to $9 and sandwiches and
burgers from $5 to $10. IR originals include Baja perch tacos at
$12, Mom's double-shift pot
roast at $14 and the steelworker rib eye for $26. My wife's
shrimp diablo or the grilled
salmon are $16 each.
Brick-oven pizza and
pasta dishes range from $8 to
$16, while desserts are $6.
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The Times 9/12/2011

RESTAURANT SCENE:
Valpo Eatery Celebrates Food, Industry
BY ELOISE MARIE VALADEZ
Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille in Valparaiso combines
interesting decor and flavorful recipes all in one location.
The restaurant opened its doors in May 2010.
"Our slogan is saluting American greatness," said owner
Mike Leeson, adding that creativity and innovation are celebrated at the
restaurant.
Whether it's through videos and clips shown on the multitude
of screens; photographs and art work displayed on the walls or through
menu items, creativity is in the forefront.
"We also try to give people an educational experience as well
as being in a unique environment," Leeson said.
Every week Leeson also features a special item on the menu
called their "weekly salute," which honors a historic person.
He said the entire concept behind his eatery is to pay tribute
to American ingenuity, heroes, and other people from the past and present.
During a recent Saturday afternoon visit to Industrial Revolution, we were immediately captured by all there was to see.
We were seated in a spacious booth in front of a photograph depicting
the restaurant's theme.
The photograph titled "Lunchtime on Top of a Skyscraper"
features 11 ironworkers eating lunch on a beam during the construction
of Rockefeller Center in New York. It was taken in 1932 and is quite
dramatic as the men have no safety cables.
Leeson, who has worked in the steel industry since high
school, also owns Synergy Steel Structures in Lansing. He said he was
taken by the photograph as well as a sculpture of the men created by
Sergio Furnari.
Furnari was also fascinated by the photo and set out to sculpt
the 11 ironworkers in 1999. He was almost finished in 2001 when 9/11
happened.
So when he completed the sculpture he brought it to the Twin
Towers site for display during the cleanup after the tragedy.
"He wanted to give the workers something to smile about," Leeson said.
The sculpture then went on tour around the country. Leeson
said he sought out Furnari to talk with him about buying the piece. And
the rest is history -- The original work now sits on top of Industrial
Revolution.
Leeson, who designed and decorated the restaurant, calls his
food "vintage comfort food."
There's nothing frozen, he said, adding "everything is custommade and handcrafted."
Our lunch choices while there were the Reuben sandwich,
which was the weekly special. Titled the John Hancock, the sandwich
was flavorful and packed with corned beef. We also tried the Crooked
Chicken Mac and Cheese.
The mac and cheese got a thumbs up for its thick slices of
chicken and a flavorful mix of Parmesan and Swiss cheese as well as its
blend of peas, bacon and white wine.
Among other selections on the menu are various brick-oven
pizzas including The Revolution, with pepperoni, sausage, bacon, tomato sauce and cheese ($8.50) and the Chicago meatball ($9). Also starring are Baja Perch Tacos ($16); Steelworker Ribeye ($25); Mom's
Double Shift Pot Roast ($14) and Legendary Meatloaf ($12), among
many other items.
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If you go
WHAT: Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille
WHERE: 1084 Linwood Ave., Valparaiso
(actually right along U.S. 30)
HOURS: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m Sun. through Thurs.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
FYI: (219) 465-1801

The photograph “LunchƟme on Top of a Skyscraper” hangs in Valparaiso’s Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery & Grille.

The sculpture “LunchƟme on Top of a Skyscraper” sits atop Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery & Grille in Valparaiso.

NWI Entertainer 6/2010

NWI DINING @ DUSK
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
By: Mona Dickinson
Step into the Industrial Revolution Eatery and Grille and you’ll
feel like you’ve stepped into a moment frozen in time. Valparaiso’s newest restaurant and pub opened just two months ago, saluting America’s
greatness.
Owner Mike Leeson, of Schererville, says he always wanted to
open a restaurant. A self-proclaimed risk-taker who owns a steel fabrication business, in Lansing, IL, said he wanted to pay tribute to what made
America great.
"I've always had it in the back of my mind that it would be really
cool to have a restaurant themed on industry," said Leeson, and no detail
was spared in transforming the former Brewski’s on U.S. 30 into the new
restaurant.
“We gutted everything down to the studs and started from
square one,” Leeson said. “I wanted it to look like the building was frozen
in time, in 1932. Not focusing on the Depression, but instead focusing on
bringing back the good times and saluting America's greatness.”
The restaurant features laminated steel beams rusted through
a chemical process and sealed with a clear coat, distressed woodwork,
copper tin ceiling plates, 100 year-old cobble bricks (inside and outside),
a G-scale model train on a track suspended above diners, and an outdoor dining area with granite cobblestones.
"It's all dedicated to the people who protect and build this
country," Leeson said. "It’s a place where we celebrate freedom, progress, innovation, invention, hard work, and the progress of the industrial
revolution.”
Leeson explained that the clinker bricks used inside and outside the building were actually rejects that were tossed out because they
were over-fired. The cobble on the outdoor patio is about 200 years old.
The train makes it way around the restaurant every 15
minutes, complete with smoke, lights and sounds. Photographs throughout depict working class America.
Atop the building’s west side, just above the entrance, 11 lifesize ironworkers sit along the roof eating their lunch. If the scene looks
familiar, the sculptures were created based on the famed 1932 photograph of ironworkers perched on a beam almost 800 feet up during the
construction of the Rockefeller Center in New York City called "Lunch
Atop a Skyscraper."
The photograph caught the imagination of Italian-born artist
Sergio Furnari, who immigrated to the U.S. He was recreating the ironworkers as life-size sculptures at the time of the 911 attacks on the World
Trade Center.
As Leeson explained, Furnari quickly completed the sculptures
and brought them to Ground Zero, where they were displayed for six
months as a tribute to those who built the Twin Towers and those who
cleaned up the damage.
The artwork was then taken on a national tour by the sculptor,
who then tried to find a good home for them. Leeson not only found the
home the artist wanted, he commissioned additional sculptures for his
restaurant, including a gentleman saluting guests as they enter; a carpenter working at one end of the bar; and another finishing the concrete
on the walk near the entrance.
"The sculptures fit the concept perfectly," said Leeson, noting
that the artist himself installed the ironworkers atop the restaurant prior to
opening.
The location in Valparaiso worked for its size and because of
the region's industrial base, Leeson said. He hopes to open additional
Industrial Revolution themed restaurants in other cities built on industry,
such as Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
"I think this kind of concept is more fitting in an industrial area,"
he said. "The whole concept is very special, and it is something a lot of
people will have a good feeling about. Hopefully, it will be inspiring to
those who dine here."

Guests will also be inspired by words of wisdom – motivational
and inspirational quotes that are etched on the brickwork inside the building in an Old Railcar font. Among those quoted are Vince Lombardi,
George W. Bush, Albert Einstein, Michael Jordan, Hubert Humphrey and
many others.
“The quotes seemed to fit the vision of the place,” Leeson said.
“We searched and searched for the right quotes, then selected a spot for
each one that seemed appropriate.”
Most fitting are words from the Lee Greenwood song, “Proud
to Be An American,” which adorn the outside brickwork near the entrance. Just inside the door, the saluting sculpture sits beneath a wall
with the insignias of the Armed Forces, the police and fire departments.
The menu, created by Head Chef Javier Fuentes, features
American fare and traditional favorites like hamburgers and pizza, all with
a gourmet twist. From its starters to its All-American red, white and blue
cheesecake, there is something for everyone.
Mom’s Doubleshift Pot Roast has been pretty popular so far,
along with the Baja perch tacos, Leeson said. Specialty pizzas are
cooked in a brick oven and the kitchen features an open concept design,
where guests view the cooks at work.
A variety of appetizers include Molten Cheese Dip, Welded
Nachos, Iron Tenders and Brick Oven Wings. House specialty soups
include Liberty Chili, Loaded Baked Potato Soup and Vintage Onion
Soup. Salad selections can be topped with your choice of chicken, steak
or shrimp.
Sandwiches and burgers are served with garlic herbed potato
wedges. Of note, on the sandwich menu are the Cajun-blackened Industrial Burger, topped with bleu cheese, red pepper, onion and pepper jack
cheese, and the signature Smoked Bacon Burger – a bacon-stuffed
burger basted in BBQ sauce, topped with white cheddar on a pretzel roll
bun.
Seafood selections include Garlic Shrimp, Grilled Salmon, and
the Chef’s Creation. Fettucini, mostaccioli and stroganoff are the featured
pastas.
Under “Sweet Endings” you’ll find the Red, White and Blue
cheesecake, home-style bread pudding, Oatmeal Cake, a chocolate
crème brulee and All-American apple pie.
In addition, hand-mixed fruit flavored teas are a popular item,
Leeson said. The eatery offers weekly specials.
A full service bar is available, complete with 16 beers on tap –
most of which are craft beers from local breweries. Camp 4 Nut Brown
Ale from the new Figure 8 Brewery in Valparaiso is one of the featured
beers (The craft beer is also used in a signature steak sauce on the
Valpo Strip Steak). Drafts are served in a “muscle mug.”
Adding to the ambiance, TV’s throughout the restaurant run
loops of “Modern Marvels” and other historical shows related to the restaurant’s theme. As an added twist, the men’s room has episodes of “The
Three Stooges”, while the ladies’ room offers “I Love Lucy.”
Industrial Revolution Eatery and Grille is open from 11 a.m. to
10 p.m. on weekdays, and 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on weekends.
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Indianadunes.com Spring 2012

Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille salutes
the hard work that made this nation great
From the life-size statues of ironworkers adorning the
roof to the model train circling the dining area, Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grill in Valparaiso has spared no expense to give
diners an amazing and inspiring experience.
Industrial Revolution, which salutes the freedom, progress, innovation and hard work that made this nation great, has
been a popular gathering place ever since opening on U.S. 30 in
2010.
The restaurant is designed to look like a building under construction in the early 1900s -- when industry was booming and innovations were providing Americans a better life.
Owner Mike Leeson said the idea for the restaurant
came from his love of industry and this country.
“I always wanted to create a restaurant that paid tribute to those things,” Leeson said.
The Industrial Revolution experience begins before
one steps inside the restaurant. Perched atop the restaurant’s
roof are statues -- inspired by the famous 1932 photo
“Lunchtime on Top of a Skyscraper” -- depicting ironworkers
taking a lunch break while seated on a beam during construction
of the Rockefeller Center in New York City.
The statues, created by artist Sergio Furnari, were
displayed at the site of the former World Trade Center as a tribute to the workers involved in recovery efforts following the
Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
Inside the restaurant’s doors, the dining area gets an
authentic industrial-age look from 100-year-old brick, cast iron
railing and flooring made from reclaimed wood. A model train
travels along a track mounted near the ceiling.
Black and white photographs decorate the walls and
the restaurant’s televisions play biographies of famous leaders
and stories of how America was built.

The Risktaker Burger, only at Industrial Revolution Eatery.
their burgers -- including the Risk-Taker Burger (which has four
patties totaling two pounds, layered with American, pepper jack,
cheddar and provolone cheese, as well as lettuce, onion strings,
special sauce and a miniature American flag). And be sure to
save room for their Red, White and Blue Cheesecake.
“Everything is homemade,” Brooks said.
Leeson said Industrial Revolution expects the restaurant’s casual new menu and the addition of a license to sell hard
liquor to make the restaurant even more popular.

“The minute you walk in, it’s like nothing else in this
They offer discounts daily to police officers, firefightarea,” said restaurant General Manager Jennifer Brooks, adding
ers, medics and military members. And they offer discounts to
they have drawn visitors from Boston to California.
tradesmen who show their union card on Tuesdays.
Each week they salute one great American -- whether
The folks at Industrial Revolution hope their customers
it be someone of national prominence like Henry Ford or Thomleave full -- and full of inspiration about this country’s industrial
as Edison, or someone local like war hero Jim Butz or fireroots.
fighting nozzle pioneer Clyde McMillan.
“It’s nice to have someone come in for the first time or
Leeson, who has been in the steel fabrication and
20th time and be blown away by the experience,” Brooks said.
distribution business for years, said his restaurant salutes the
people who work hard each day -- many in difficult or dangerous
She said there’s always an interesting decoration or
occupations -- to create better lives for their families.
inspiring quote to discover on the restaurant’s walls, or another
great American to learn about.
The food’s even got a traditional American theme.
They offer plenty of traditional American meals that you've
Leeson’s goal is to take Industrial Revolution nationgrown up on, but with a gourmet twist -- like their Mom's Double wide, with each location tailored to reflect the industry in that
Shift Pot Roast (made the way Leeson’s mother made it every
community.
Sunday when Leeson was a kid), their popular perch tacos, their
Industrial Revolution is located at 1084 Linwood (at
legendary meatloaf and their mac & cheese.
Linwood and U.S. 30) in Valparaiso. Call 219-465-1801 or visit
They’re also known for their brick oven pizzas and
www.industrialrevolutioneatery.com for more information.
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VALPARAISO: Family restaurant to feature stuffed burger

New Valpo eatery to honor
industrial revolution
VALPARAISO | The first of what could be a chain of restaurants saluting the industrial revolution could be open as early as
December at the former Brewski's on U.S. 30.
Mike Leeson, owner of Steel Sales and Services Inc. in
Lansing and East Chicago, said the theme for the decor of the
proposed Industrial Revolution Eatery and Grille is for it to look
like the building was frozen in time in 1932 but not focusing on
the Depression. Instead, it will focus on "bringing back the good
times and saluting America's greatness," he said.
"It's dedicated to the people who protect and build this
country," Leeson said. "It will pay homage to a lot of things like
innovation, invention and the progress of the industrial revolution. I've been a critic of restaurants for a long time, and I've
wondered why nobody has elaborated on the steel work. It's a
steel area, and I think people in the business would appreciate a
different flair."
He said the highly detailed construction will have
"ornate, old school steelwork" that will make the building look
like a factory frozen in time while it was still under construction.
The look includes sculptures of men astride steel girders
"working" on the roof.
He said the sculptures were on display in New York

City at Ground Zero of the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks for six
months as a tribute to those who built the twin towers and who
cleaned up the damage.
The artwork was taken on a national tour by the sculptor, who then tried to find a good home for them. Leeson not
only found the home the artist wanted, he commissioned additional sculptures for his restaurant. Leeson said the completely
redesigned interior will have a working O scale steam train suspended from the ceiling.
"We will build it with the old look and rust it so it will
look 100 years old, although it is brand new. I think it will be
very special, and it is something a lot of people will have a good
feeling after they go into it. Hopefully, it will be inspiring."
Leeson said one of the food features of the restaurant
will be stuffed burgers, which are still being developed. The
project was presented to the city's Site Review Committee on
Tuesday. City Planning Director Craig Phillips said the unique
nature of the decor raised some concern over what will happen if
the restaurant is forced to close.
"Because it is unique, if they ever have to close, what
measures can they take to insure the building could be marketed
for another use in the future," Phillips said.

The Times 3/9/2010

Lunchtime on top
of a Skyscraper
Jon L. Hendricks
Italian-born artist Sergio Furnari installs
his sculptures "Lunchtime on top of a
Skyscraper" on Monday on top of the
Industrial Revolution Eatery and Grille
restaurant on U.S. 30 in Valparaiso.
The statues were previously placed at
Ground Zero after the terrorist attacks on
Sept. 11, 2001.
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Queens Courier 12/18/2009

Sculptor recreates American icon -- again
Sergio Furnari
BY DANIEL P. TUCKER
Queens-based sculptor Sergio Furnari has stayed afloat during the recession by working on projects abroad.
However, Furnari got another chance to create an American
icon on American soil when an Indiana restaurateur commissioned a
remake of his sculpture of 11 life-size ironworkers eating lunch on a
beam during the construction of Rockefeller Center. The sculpture is
based on a 1932 photograph.
“Those 11 guys, they have a soul,” said Furnari, 40. “When I
saw the photo, I knew I could capture their soul and give them life.”
The sculpture will be installed on top of a 1920s-themed
restaurant in Valparaiso, Indiana called Industrial Revolution, which is
set to open in February 2010. In September, the owner stumbled upon
Furnari’s web site, where he discovered that the artist’s sculpture
matched their design concept. The restaurant is meant to glorify American ingenuity and serve a helping of national pride alongside its burgers, pizza, and Cobb salads.
“The concept is a tribute to the people who build and protect
our country. Our slogan is ‘saluting America’s greatness,’” said owner
Mike Leeson, 36. “We want people to leave there knowing that America is still the land of the free and the home of the brave.”
The restaurant will be outfitted with 30 flat-screen TVs that
will periodically flash inspirational and motivational quotes. The
soundtrack will be 1920s jazz and big band music. There will even be a
miniature steam engine moving around the dining room on a track suspended two feet below the ceiling. The idea is to inspire pride in the
patrons.
Furnari also sold the restaurateurs his original 11-man sculpture, which had been on top of his pick-up truck for the last seven
years. In 2002, it was on display at the World Trade Center site for five
months.
Furnari made less than he wanted to from the sale but was
happy to have the business.
“Whatever I used to sell, I would say, for $50,000 five years
ago, now I got to be super-happy if I get $25,000,” he said.
He has always been proud of the men in his sculpture whom
he described as everyday heroes. Some critics have told him that the
sculpture will not have a lasting impact, but Furnari disagrees.
“How can American history fade away?” Furnari said.
“Impossible. It will never, ever fade away.”
The weekend before Thanksgiving, the owner of Industrial
Revolution flew to New York to inspect and purchase the sculptures.
He then drove them back to Indiana in a U-Haul truck.
Furnari and his team of five workers created the sculptures in
an ironworking shop in Long Island City in October and November.
They used wire mesh, newspaper, Quikrete® cement, and epoxy to
create the bodies, heads, arms and legs. Then they dressed the sculptures in clothes from the Salvation Army, spray painted them, and sanded them to look like stainless steel. The final touches were put on in an

THE QUEENS COURIER
Photos by Daniel P. Tucker
Sculptor Sergio Furnari poses with a figure. This parƟcular statue
was modeled to look like Furnari.

THE QUEENS COURIER
Photos by Daniel P. Tucker
Sergio Furnari’s sculptures are loaded into a U-Haul truck that the
restaurateur will drive back to Indiana.

unused garage in Jersey City.
When the restaurateur arrived in Jersey City to inspect the
sculptures, he was impressed.
“If you didn’t know anything about Sergio or the Industrial
Revolution, but you drive by a restaurant with those 11 guys up there,
you’re gonna go there,” Leeson said.
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Restaurant salutes America's greatness
Noteworthy art now a permanent
fixture at soon-to-open eatery
VALPARAISO | With a nationally
high unemployment rate and jobs increasingly being shipped overseas,
Mike Leeson thinks it's time for a revolution.
The Schererville resident,
owner of Synergy Steel Structures
Inc., hopes his new restaurant, Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille, will
remind people of what made America
great.
"It's all about saluting America's greatness, a tribute to the people
who build and protect this country,"
Leeson said. "As a country, we need
to get back to a second industrial revolution. The industrial revolution built
the middle class. Now, we're letting
all the jobs go overseas."
Located at 1084 Linwood
Ave. -- at U.S. 30 -- the restaurant is
designed to look like a building under
construction in the early 1900s. Statues of construction workers adorn the

roof and various places on the property.
Created by artist Sergio Furnari, 11 of the statues depict ironworkers taking a lunch break while seated
on a beam during construction of the
Rockefeller Center in New York City.
Furnari said he was inspired
by the 1932 photo "Lunchtime on Top
of a Skyscraper."
"The first time I saw the photo, I fell in love with those workers,"
Furnari said.
The statues were temporarily
displayed at the site of the former
World Trade Center as a tribute to the
workers involved in recovery efforts
following Sept. 11.
In addition to the statues, the
restaurant derives its authentic industrial-age look from 100- and 200-yearold brick and granite cobble, cast-iron
railing, rust-colored steel beams, and a
steam train that travels along a track

ArƟst Sergio Furnari, leŌ, installs statues inspired by the 1932 photo "LunchƟme on Top
of a Skyscraper" on top of the Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery and Grille in Valparaiso. "(The
restaurant's theme is) all about saluƟng America's greatness, a tribute to the people who
build and protect this country," said owner Mike Leeson, of Schererville.
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mounted near the ceiling.
The restaurant will feature
televisions that will play excerpts
from the show "Modern Marvels" and
autobiographies of such great Americans as Andrew Carnegie, Henry Ford
and Thomas Edison.
"I hope people (who eat here)
will walk away motivated and inspired," Leeson said. The restaurant is
expected to open in mid-April.

ConstrucƟon workers carry in a seat to be
installed at the Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery
and Grille in Valparaiso. The restaurant is
expecƟng an April opening.

Workers prepare the interior of the Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery and Grille in Valparaiso.
Owner Mike Leeson gave the restaurant an
industrial theme with metal beams running
through building.

The Torch 3/26/2010

The Times 7/7/2010

Valparaiso Community Improvement Awards
Jon L. Hendricks

Valparaiso — Mike Leeson, owner of the Industrial Revolution Eatery, accepts his Community Improvement Award for the new restaurant on U.S. 30
during an award ceremony at the Valparaiso University Harre Union
Wednesday, July 7, 2010.
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A statue salutes military, police and fire emblems.

The life-sized sculpture “The Concrete Finisher” by
Sergio Furnari, outside the Industrial RevoluƟon Eatery and Grille.

A parƟal view of the dining area, with vintage black
and white poster reproducƟons of steel-themed
photographs.
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Industrial Revolution Eatery & Grille
1084 Linwood Ave.
Valparaiso, IN 46383
Ph: 219‐465‐1801
www.industrialrevolutioneatery.com
For Business Inquiries Contact:
Mike Leeson, Owner
Ph: 708‐514‐0304
mleeson@industrialrevolutioneatery.com
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